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ABSTRACT

that there are no side ee ts ex ept for total

Distributed live musi

performan es over the Internet have

be ome rather popular. For true real time ex hange of ele troni

instrument output, the

the only viable
Internet.
format

lassi al MIDI format is still

hoi e  but MIDI is inappropriate for the

We propose a MIDI

ompatible network data

alled MINI. MINI eliminates the very disturbing

arpeggio ee t

aused by pa ket delay jitter in the Inter-

net.

Moreover, MINI yields smaller pa kets and the data

size

an be further redu ed by trading in musi al features

of marginal interest.

Standard MIDI instruments

used sin e MIDI-MINI trans oding
trodu ed.

an be

an be transparently in-

The paper introdu es the design rationale and

details of MINI and presents performan e results from realisti

experiments.

ommuni ation

breakdown that are as unpleasant and undesirable as delay
and jitter.
On the Internet, however, users typi ally obtain a soalled best eort servi e  that is, the network does its
best to forward data pa kets from the sour e to the destination as qui kly and e iently as possible, but provides no
guarantees whatsoever. This in ludes the potential for delay
and jitter, both of whi h is known to be mainly attributed
to the queue at the bottlene k router, whi h grows in the
presen e of
than

ongestion (i.e.

when more tra

is arriving

an immediately be delivered).

Bearing this in mind, the best way for appli ations to redu e delay is therefore to redu e the likelihood of of
tion to o

onges-

ur and hen e send as little as possible. While it is

always possible that other appli ations send enough data for
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the bottlene k queue to grow, it is an obvious strategy for a
delay-sensitive appli ation to itself avoid being the

pa kets. Another method is to keep pa kets small  sin e
a sender has to wait until all the data that should t in a
pa ket are available before it
of large pa kets

General Terms

ause of

ongestion. One way to do this is to send a small number of

an send the pa ket, the use

auses delay on the sender side. Common

VoIP appli ations like Skype, whi h need to minimize the

Delphi theory

impa t of delay and jitter, address both of these problems
at the same time: they send extremely small pa kets at a
very low rate.
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1.

the

INTRODUCTION

han e of

ongestion; it should therefore be the foremost

goal of any MIDI based real-time

Musi ians have played together over the Internet and other
long-distan e networks on several o

While MIDI is quite small by nature, it is not as small as it
ould be, and any unne essary waste of bandwidth in reases

asions. If su h an in-

ommuni ation system to

redu e the amount of data even further, even if it may be
at the

ost of some of the features that the format oers.

tera tion should feel like a jamsession, i.e. with the spon-

Sin e most publi

taneous real-time intera tion that is the most essential in-

user would usually not experien e

gredient of jazz musi

MIDI data via a standard desktop PC that is

for example, it is probably safe to say

networks are typi ally overprovisioned, a

to the Internet, but this

ongestion when sending
onne ted

an be entirely dierent in WiFi

environments, for instan e, and in situations with a large
number of intera ting musi ians.
We present a new format,
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work Interfa e),

MINI (Musi al Instrument Net-

whi h addresses the problems with MIDI

a ross long-distan e networks in three ways:
1. It is smaller than MIDI
2. It en odes

hords as what they are, instead of simply

en oding them as a series of individual notes as MIDI

does; this way, it avoids the arpeggio ee t that o

urs

with MIDI (we will elaborate on this in se tion 2.1)
3. It provides the ne essary exibility for making a tradeo between feature ri hness and having a low sending
rate

between expressiveness and message size. Some of them
be

hanged from one message to another one; these

are en oded as part of the MINI format. Other

little delay is in line with the wealth of work on

multimedia appli ations

adaptive

for the Internet, where it was, for

example, suggested to redu e the quality of video frames in
the presen e of

hoi es are

supposed to hange rarely or to be xed for an entire musi al
performan e; these

hoi es must be nego iated between the

distributed appli ation

The idea of sa ri ing features for the sake of preserving

an

hoi es

omponents using SETUP messages.

As argued above, SETUP is out of s ope of MINI sin e it is
supposed to be largely appli ation spe i .

2.1 Chord encoding
As a solution to the intra- hord jitter problem, MINI en-

ongestion in the network [10℄. This would

odes

be done be ause the quality redu tion also redu es the send-

hords via a single

ode as opposed to en oding them

ing rate, and hen e redu es pa ket loss, whi h may lead to

as invididual musi al notes. While a musi ian

an start and

an overally more agreeable result at the re eiver. Conges-

stop to play the notes that make up a hord at any time, it is

tion being a dynami ee t, one might be tempted to believe

often the ase that several of them are simultaneously played

that su h quality adaptations should permanently rea t to

or muted (as per eived by a listener, i.e. the events happen

the

within a period of time that is short enough to yield the

urrent state of the network, but su h behavior

an lead

to quality u tuations whi h are quite undesirable  in fa t,

impression of

users have been found to prefer a

arpeggio problem mentioned above, spa e

ontinuously poor quality

over frequent hanges [7, 12℄. One way to handle the dis repan y between the dynami

network and its not-so-dynami

user is to give the user the

hoi e, i.e. let the user swit h

between quality levels; this was su

message; in an implementation, the de ision whether notes
are to be

The hord en oding s heme in MINI is based on regarding
the set

tion. We elaborate on an implementation of MINI in a GUI

onsidered as being played at the same time or not

an simply be based on a xed delay threshold.

thors of [1℄, and it is the strategy that we have foreseen for
The MINI en oding s heme is des ribed in the next se -

M of all possible hords with k notes within a given
n notes as a kth order ombination of n elements

range of

without repetition and without ordering:

supported appli ation in se tion 3, explain our test setup
and present results in se tion 4. Se tion 5

on ludes with

M=

an overview of related work.

2.

„

For example, by setting

MINI

MIDI en odes any musi al note that is played with a NoteOn message, and it en odes the termination of a note with
a Note-O message. A hord that is played or muted is enoded via multiple Note-On and Note-O messages, respe -

?

tively  one for ea h note that the

hord

an be saved by

en oding the beginning or end of multiple notes in a single

essfully done by the au-

MINI.

on urren e). Thus, in addition to solving the

n
k

«

=

n = 15

n!
k!(n − k)!
and

(1)

k = 3,

it

an be

al u-

lated that there are 455 dierent possible triads in a range
of 15 notes. Thus, by unambiguously mapping ea h of the
numbers from 1 to 455 to a

hord in a table, it would theo-

reti ally be possible to en ode any su h

hord

ombination

with only 9 bits.
En oding and de oding MINI

onsists of. As the

hords with tables would

MIDI standard [ ℄ assumes an inter onne tion te hnology

be straightforward, but it would require signi ant memory

that will not yield audible delays, and has a xed bandwidth,

spa e. Fortunately, there is no need to maintain tables, as

sending MIDI data a ross the Internet a tually violates the

the desired mapping is merely a

spe i ation. The unexpe ted delay that su h usage
terje t between pa kets

1

arrays of higher dimensions and unidimensional arrays that

This

the C programming language impli itly provides. For MINI,

ourse highly undesirable as it is entirely dierent from

we use an algorithm from [9℄ whi h provides a bije tive map-

hord
is of

ontaining notes that belong to a

ombinatorial problem 

onsider, for example, the unambiguous mapping between

an in-

an ee tively turn a

hord into an arpeggio.

what the musi ian who orignally played the

hord wanted it

intra- hord jitter ; learly,
ur between hords or single

to sound like. We term this ee t
delay u tuations

an also o

inter- hord jitter ), and these should also be avoided.

ping between an array representing a unique subset of size

K

from a set of size

N,

and an integer number, whi h is

alled the rank (or order) of the subset.

N

2

Notably, this

notes (

algorithm does not need

MINI provides me hanisms that address both of these issues.

mapping in the C programming language, whi h also works

The MINI format is restri ted in s ope to the transport of

One degree of freedom for adapting MINI to the network
apa ity is given by the arbitrary

usually require additional agreements between the parti iomponents (MINI-MIDI trans-

oders, user interfa e, et .).

These additional agreements

must be ex hanged in an appli ation spe i

proto ol and

onsider the

without knowing the size of the array that it operates on.

MIDI musi al data. Distributed musi al performan es will
pating distributed software

as input; again,

instan e, if MINI is used to
a small tonal range,

n

hoi e of

n

and

k

 for

onne t instruments that have

an be small, and the instrument

usually also imposes an upper limit on

k

(e.g.,

k > 10

would

format whi h we refer to as SETUP. A SETUP phase is

normally not make mu h sense when the instrument is a

supposed to pre ede the ex hange of MINI messages, ad-

keyboard). The smaller these two variables are, the smaller

ditional SETUP messages may be intertwined with MINI

the data format be omes; this is therefore one of the fa tors

messages during the performan e. As we will show later in
the paper, MINI oers a number of

1

An example

an be heard at

hoi es in the trade-o

http://www.welzl.at/resear h/proje ts/netmusi /

2

We
and

used the C
implementation of
the en oding
de oding
fun tions
whi h
are
available
from
http://people.s s.fsu.edu/∼burkardt/ by the names of
KSUB_RANK and KSUB_UNRANK, respe tively.
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Figure 2: MINI Timestamp message

Figure 1: MINI Note-On message with Velo ity
that
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0
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0
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0

2. Byte

1. Byte

(Size-Code – 1) Bytes
Byte

1. Byte

ing the

orre t timing after their re eption.

Sin e this re-

bandwidth be omes s ar e.

quires pre ise knowledge about the time at whi h notes were

2.2 Layout of Note-On and Note-Off messages

en odes a Timestamp message, whi h a MINI sender

played, the otherwise unused MINI Size-Code value of 001
an

Figure 1 shows an example MINI word. Sin e ea h word

insert in front of a MINI Note-On or Note-O message in

an vary in size, it is ne essary to en ode the length of the

order to tell the re eiver about the time whi h has passed

word itself; this is the purpose of the three-bit Size Code"

sin e the last MIDI event.

eld, whi h en odes the size of the word in bytes. The next

ure 2. As the Timestamp eld

eld, Note-O-Code, is set to 1 when the word en odes a

time is given in millise onds, a maximum delay of approx-

MIDI Note-O  message (i.e.

imately 8 se onds

the en oded note or

hord

ends), and 0 when it en odes a Note-On message (i.e. the
note or

This message is shown in Figonsists of 13 bits, and the

an be en oded with one su h message;

in order to en ode longer durations, a Timestamp message
an be followed by another Timestamp message, the value

hord begins).

The Voi e-Code eld indi ates the number of musi al
notes that the en oded

ontains (k in equation 1).

hord

The four bits that this eld

of whi h must be added to the value of the pre eding one
by the re eiver.
A MINI re eiver

onsists of allow for a total

an restore the

orre t timing by means

ommon

of a playout buer. Arriving MINI words are immediately

keyboards in mind, where it

pla ed in this buer, and they are played from the buer at

would be unlikely that more bits would be required for real-

the right time. The length of this buer is another trade-

number of 16 voi es. This

hoi e was made with

instruments su h as ele troni

time musi al intera tion. Notably, this does not impose a

o for users of MINI: a long buer

true limit on the voi es in a

vere timing u tuations, but it adds signi ant delay before

of

hords that

hord, it only limits the number

an be en oded within a single MINI word.

The Chord-Code is the rank of the

ord as explained above.

Velo ity is the MINI representation of Velo ity, whi h is
embedded in MIDI Note-On and Note-O messages, representing the speed at whi h (in

ase of a keyboard) a key is

hit or released, respe tively. Sin e the en oding s heme in
MINI

on erns

hords as well as individual notes, it seemed

obvious to let a single Velo ity value ae t a whole

hord

in oming messages

ent velo ity values for individual notes in a
keyboard, this

hord  on a

orresponds with hitting several keys simul-

taneously, albeith with dierent speeds. While this

hoi e

ompensate for se-

an be played, whereas a short buer

makes the system feel more intera tive but may not always
be able to

ompensate for inter- hord jitter. If the goal is

to make the system feel as intera tive as possible, and interhord jitter is more a

eptable than some xed additional

delay, this feature should not be used.

2.4 Controller messages

in our format. For most instruments, it is te hni ally quite
hallenging and therefore somewhat unusual to have dier-

an

In MIDI, Note-On and Note-O belong to the
Channel Voi e Messages.

lass of

These messages are bound to

a logi al Channel, of whi h there are up to 16.

The

on-

ept of Channels was not in luded in MINI, as it takes up
spa e in the format, whi h we

onsidered unne essary be-

an hide some musi al nuan es from the listener, we believe

ause multiplexing is already provided by underlying proto-

that this is a sa ri e that most musi ians would be willing

ols (e.g. via ports in UDP, onto whi h Channel numbers

to make in ex hange for potentially redu ed delay (be ause
the data set be omes smaller).

ould be mapped). In other words, it is assumed that one
MINI stream represents one logi al

In MIDI, Velo ity has a resolution of 7 bits, whi h may

dard also foresees the

hannel. The MIDI stan-

lass of System Common Messages

be too mu h for most pra ti al situations where musi ians

 these in lude Song Sele t (only relevant for sequen ers),

jam over a network (some instruments may not even be able

Tune Request (irrelevant when musi ians do not truly hear

to generate Velo ity values with su h a ne granularity; in

ea h other) and system ex lusive messages whi h are de-

our experiments with ele troni

keyboards, the dieren e

between 3 and 7 bits was barely audible).
Velo ity resolution is

Therefore, the

ongurable with a range from 1 to

7 bits in MINI. The resolution

hoi e must be nego iated

between the distribution appli ation

omponents by way of

vi e dependent  and System Realtime Messages, whi h
are mainly designed for sequen ers.

These messages pro-

vide fun tionality similar to the ping
to

ommand in order

he k whether a devi e is still rea hable. The goal being

a data format whi h is as slim as possible, we de ided that

SETUP messages.

none of these messages need to be in orporated in MINI.

2.3 Timestamp messages

messages are relevant for MINI be ause they

Unlike System Common and Realtime Messages,

Inter- hord jitter is aused by queuing delay
words, and

an therefore only be

between MINI

ountera ted by restor-

ontroller

on ern real-

time musi al intera tion. They are used to en ode

hanges

to the sound whi h are typi ally generated via a me hani al

0

1

0

omprehensive appli ation for real-time musi

1

Unused Bit

0

the Internet, whi h we

Controllerval.

0

Controller-C.

0
Size-Code

0

of this software were

alled Netmusi .

3

playing over

The design goals

lear: it had to be a fun tool whi h

enables musi ians to jam together over the Internet, and it
had to have all the features that would allow its users to
fully exploit the

Figure 3: MINI pedal-message when 8 possible ontrollers were initially sele ted

apabilities of MINI. Netmusi

ode whi h is written in C (the

ore

onsists of

omponents, for e-

ien y reasons) and Java (the user interfa e), was designed
for Linux and tested with a Fedora Core 4 system with kernel version 2.6.17.1-2142.

Here is a rough overview of its

fun tionality:
devi e su h as a knob, slider or pedal. Other than Velo ity,

•

these messages are not embedded in Note-On or Note-O

UDP.

ontroller message, the latter of whi h is dete ted

he king whether all initial three bits (the Size Code)

•

are zero, whi h is a previously undened value of this eld.
If that test su

eeds, the rest of the word is interpreted as

The Size-Code is followed by

n

n Controller-Code

The

m

•

•

ontroller.

ontroller;

m

depends on the

library; if the delay

onverts them to MINI and sends them to the other

Whenever a MINI message arrives, it is immediately
onverted to MIDI and played via ALSA (i.e. no buering is used, and there are no Timestamp messages).

rightmost bits of the MINI word en ode the

value of the

4

host.

bits,

is initially negotiated in the range from 1 to

3. These bits are used to identify the

aptures MIDI via the ALSA

ontrol of the user), they are regarded as hords. Then,
it

where

•

It

between notes is less than a dened threshold (under

follows:

•

on-

and ending the session. MINI data are ex hanged via

 that is, a MINI word is either a Note-(On or O ) mesby

onne ts to another host and maintains a TCP

ne tion for ex hanging parameters as well as starting

messages in MIDI. For MINI, we followed the same method
sage or a

It

With the standard interfa e that ALSA provides, a

ontroller.

user an map readable MIDI ports onto writeable ones,

Sin e the size of MINI words are a multiple of 8 bits,

in luding software-based input/output systems  that

unused (padding) bits are inserted between the Con-

is, the newly generated MIDI messages

troller-Code and the value of the

played on a

ontroller as needed

synthesizer, and this

in order to ll up the spa e.
As an example of this layout, Figure 3 depi ts a MINI
troller message where

n=3

and

musi

on-

m = 1.

MIDI allows for up to 128 dierent

•

ontroller types. Sev-

eral of these numbers are still undened, and some

an either be

onne ted MIDI devi e or on a software
hoi e is not visible to our Net-

appli ation.

The user

an use the GUI to gauge the inherent fea-

ture ri hness vs. sending rate trade-o of MINI; the

on-

number of

ontrollers to be used is determined by rst

trollers are quite exoti , and hen e not available on most

showing a window whi h asks the user to a tivate all of

devi es or sound ards. We de ided to in lude only the fol-

them (shown in Figure 4). In this window, the number

lowing subset of

ontrollers:

Program Change:

of visible

7 bits are used to sele t an instrument

tional features

(a so- alled pat h), and they are en oded in MINI as

on the right

Pit h Bend, Modulation, Volume, Reverb, Chorus:
ontrollers

ontrols the resolution. Figure 5 shows an-

other feature of the Netmusi

appli ation: its ability

to save even more spa e by sending Note-On messages

an have a 14- or 7-bit resolu-

without ensuing Note-O messages. This me hanism

tion, and pit h bend only has a 14-bit resolution. We

makes sense for a few sounds (pat hes) su h as a xy-

de ided not to support the 14-bit resolution in MINI

lophone or vibes, where the duration of the sound is

and always map any su h value onto a 7-bit value.

Sustain Pedal, Sostenuto Pedal:

ontrollers and some addi-

an be sele ted and tuned in a separate

window, whi h is shown in Figure 5. Here, the slider

they are in MIDI.

some of these

ontrollers grows with every one that was op-

erated. Then, the existing

xed; here, no harm will
Note-O messages.

here, in MIDI, 7 bits

ome from simply omitting

This appli ation-spe i

me ha-

are used to en ode a binary value (a value in the range

nism is negotiated between the hosts via SETUP mes-

0-63 means o , while a value in the range 64-127

sages, using the TCP

means on). We use a single bit to en ode the state
of the pedal.
Stri tly speaking, Program Change and Pit h Bend are not

The GUI

onne tion.

ontains four dierent panels whi h provide vi-

sual feedba k to the user: the property window shows all
the relevant network details, su h as the duration of the

on-

ontroller messages be ause they are dened as Channel

ne tion, IP-addresses and port numbers. There is a virtual

Voi e Messages in MIDI; we de ided to group them together

keyboard, whi h always shows all notes that are played. All

with

of the sele ted

ontroller messages in MINI for the sake of simpli ity.

ontrollers are shown in the  ontroller win-

dow, and there is a log window whi h provides status in-

3.

IMPLEMENTATION
Equipped with a format for e iently transmitting MIDI

data a ross long-distan e networks, we were able to build a

3

This appli ation is available from

http://www.welzl.at/resear h/proje ts/netmusi /
4
http://www.alsa-proje t.org

Linux
Router

Hub 1

Sender

Figure 4: Controller dete tion window

Hub 2

Monitor 1

Monitor 2

Receiver

Figure 6: The testbed
used two separate ma hines to generate and re eive ba kground tra

(Monitor 1 and Monitor 2 in Figure 6). The

same ma hines were also used to log tra ; Monitor 1 would
see tra

that is sent by the sender, i.e. before it experi-

en es

ongestion, whereas Monitor 2 would see the same

tra

pattern as the re eiver. This way, it is easy to noti e

pa ket drops, as they are represented by the gap between
the two lines if one plots the rates per eived by the two
Monitors; it is however worth pointing out that peaks on
the two lines

an sometimes dier due to the delay that is

aused by the router's queue in the presen e of
In order to


ause any

rate had to be limited by using the

Linux

ongestion.

ongestion at all, the maximum traf-

t

(Tra

Control)

ommand and Class Based Queuing with only one

lass for the re eiver-side link of the router, whi h is a PC
running Linux (Fedora Core 4, kernel 2.6.17.1-2142).

We

did not use Token Bu kets due to their inuen e on traf

hara teristi s ( f. [3℄).

to measure the tra
spe tively.

The monitors used t pdump

5

that traversed Hub 1 and Hub 2, re-

Loss was

al ulated as the dieren e between

the bytes sent (logged by Monitor 1) and the throughput
(logged by Monitor 2).

Figure 5: Options window

Ba kground tra
generator.

formation regarding
about parameter

was generated as a Constant Bit Rate

(UDP) data ow of 100 byte pa kets using the

onne tion setup and informs the user

hanges as well as error messages.

6

mgen

tra

It was sent from the router to Monitor 2, whi h

means that it

ould not

ause

ollisions but only lead to

ongestion in the queue of the router's outgoing network interfa e. We generated 11

lasses of ba kground tra , whi h

always lasted for 50 se onds, starting from the 25th se ond,

4.

TEST SETUP AND RESULTS

and

In order to judge the benets of MINI under assessable
onditions, we tested it using our real implementation within
the Netmusi

appli ation. Sin e Internet based tests do not

always exhibit the full spe trum of adverse ee ts that one
might en ounter, we followed a typi al approa h for network
tests where the impa t of

ongestion is of

stru ted a lo al testbed. Our setup was su
several o

on ern: we

on-

essfully used on

asions before, e.g. in [8℄ and [2℄. For the sake of

simpli ity, we only

onsider a unidire tional ow  that is,

our s enario is the same as if only one musi ian plays and
the other one listens. This does not impair the validity of
our results, as a ow in the other dire tion is
independent of the ow under

ompletely

onsideration.

Our testbed, shown in Figure 6,

onsists of ve ma hines

whi h are inter onne ted using 100 Mbps Ethernet links.
Sin e we wanted to be absolutely sure that this a tivity does
not interfere with the timing of our Netmusi

pro ess, we

onsisted of 10 to 100 (in steps of 10) and 120 pa kets

per se ond, respe tively.
ording to the Netmusi

These rates were

ustomised a -

appli ation and the network setup

so that the impa t of in reasing ba kground tra
appli ation's behavior
initial

mgen

on the

ould be investigated. Additionally,

pa kets were used to syn hronize the test ma-

hines. In order to obtain reprodu ible results, we transmitted the pie e Préludes Nr. 4, Largo, Opus 28 by Frédéri
Chopin;

hords o

ur frequently in this 1:46 minute pie e.

With ba kground tra
ond, the

of 60, 70 and 80 pa kets per se -

ontinuous qualitative degradation of MIDI is quite

lear to the listener, as the arpeggio ee t be omes more and
more pronoun ed.

7

Figure 7 shows the rates per eived by Monitors 1 and 2

5
http://www.t pdump.org
6
http://mgen.pf.itd.nrl.navy.mil/mgen.html
7
These examples are available from

http://www.welzl.at/resear h/proje ts/netmusi /
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Figure 7: Rates of MINI and MIDI per eived by
Monitors 1 and 2 (ba kground tra 80 pa kets per
se ond)

500

for MIDI, the in oming rate is mu h higher than the out-

450

going rate, and hen e, pa kets were dropped.

400

The outlier

oin ides with the

after 75 se onds is the result of

the router's queue emptying. The diagram also shows that
the rate of MINI is generally mu h lower, and that the MINI
lines

orresponding with Monitors 1 and 2 are generally

to ea h other, i.e.

Lost Packets

end of ba kground tra

70

80

90

100

120

MINI
MIDI

350
300
250

lose

200

there is little or no queuing delay and

150

pa ket loss.

100

Figures 8 and 9 show

umulative results (average delay

and total loss) of all the measurement studies; the tests with
ba kground tra

of 0 to 60 pa kets per se ond are not

50
0
70

in luded in Figure 9 as no pa kets were dropped in these
s enarios. The diagrams

learly show that we did not only

rea h our primary goal of redu ing the delay that a musi ian
an experien e during a real-time jam over the Internet, but
also that pa ket loss

ould be redu ed. Sin e a lost pa ket

means that either a note or a

ontroller message was lost in

MIDI, this is a notable improvement of the overall out ome.
The result is

60

600

of 80 pa kets per se ond. Clearly,

of the rate per eived by Monitor 2 that

50

Figure 8: Average delay of MIDI and MINI
550

with a ba kground tra

40

Background Traffic (packets / s)

onrmed by the signi antly enhan ed quality

that is evident when listening to MINI and MIDI in our tests.

80

90

100

110

120

Background traffic (packets / s)

Figure 9: Average loss of MIDI and MINI
MULTIMEDIA '99: Pro eedings of the seventh ACM
international onferen e on Multimedia (Part 1),
pages 3746, New York, NY, USA, 1999. ACM Press.
[2℄ S. Hessler and M. Welzl. An empiri al study of the
ongestion response of realplayer, windows

Pro eedings of 10th
IEEE International Symposium on Computers and
Communi ations (ISCC 2005), La Manga del Mar

mediaplayer and qui ktime. In

5.

CONCLUSION
Hier muessen wir einen Haufen zitieren.

Bis jetzt hab

i h nur meine Dipl [11℄, unser wedel-paper [6℄, ausserdem
dieses NOSSDAV paper zu NMP von Lohn Lazzaro und
John Wawrzynek von der Uni Berkeley [4℄, die spaeter au h
diesen rf

6.

ges hrieben haben [5℄.
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